**ePNLevel III**
**ENHANCED DATA PROCESSING**

*eProcessing Network* (ePN) offers Merchant Level III – Enhanced Data Processing through multiple processing platforms to help merchants acquire and retain corporate and government clients with high-ticket transactions. ePN brings Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Government (B2G) eCommerce to merchants, while minimizing the costs of accepting purchase cards. ePN supports the robust data requirements of Level III qualified transactions.

**Benefits for your Business**

**REDUCED RATES**
Detailed transaction information is passed through the secure and PCI-compliant ePN Online Terminal, allowing merchants to process commercial transactions quickly and at a substantially lower exchange rate.

**SEAMLESS INTEGRATION**
Level III works seamlessly with ePN business management tools *ePNInventory, ePN Customer Data Manager* (CDM), and *ePNBillPay*.

**ROBUST CUSTOMER REPORTING**
Merchants can easily track Level III purchases, reconcile accounts, and analyze detailed transaction data.

**ENHANCED CUSTOMER BASE**
Merchants can attract new business partners and build their client base by fostering relationships with large corporations and government agencies.

For more information on ePNLevel III, visit us online at eProcessingNetwork.com